Compiled notes:
·	System set makes it  difficult to tell what's highlighted.
·	NPC near the well in the first town is unresponsive.
·	Probably not applicable given the timeframe, but it'd be nice if the monsters' weaknesses were displayed as staus effects after you scan them.
·	Liking the music, but it's the first time I've heard it.
·	Maybe somebody could comment on the "glitched" guards the first time you talk to one?
·	Gonna have to say the encounter rate is too high, especially considering the fairly low variety in mobs.
·	I was in a battle, Luther was killed, and I won.  I didn't touch the menus, and in the next battle he was still dead but with 1HP.  Then he died again.
·	Might be nice to be able to switch jobs outside of battle and/or have job changes stick outside of battle, since random battles tend to have the same strategy and it's annoying to have to waste a turn to switch everyone around every time you get in one.
·	The villain says to go to the "western" part of the cave, but the path that leads there actually starts in the east.  Little confusing.
·	The battle layout forces the characters to always act in the same order, which could be annoying Luther(ATK) were to want to buff Kenton(MAG) before acting.  Isn't there a battle layout that makes it so you don't have to take a character's turn when his bar fills?
·	I was level 3 at the first boss, who was quite satisfyingly ground into a fine paste.
·	Level 4 for the second boss, who was somewhat more difficult.
·	Job Change got stuck in an infinite loop fighting three Hacker Avatars.
·	The victory music for the Guardian fight was still set to the regular battle theme.
·	By the way, fought the first Guardian at level 4 and the second one at level 5.  Pretty satisfying battle at level 4.
·	Flare appears to be completely useless, considering it costs twice as much as a regular spell and does half the damage.  Every enemy is either extra weak to one element, equally affected by all elements, or just immune to magic, so flare doesn't have much of a place.
·	Whilst fighting the Viral Creation, the script to weaken it the second time activated before the Lower Husk was destroyed.  Also:  It doesn't seem right to be able to poison him in his strong form; he died in one hit once his husks went down.
·	The final boss was pretty unimpressive, all things considered.  Would've been nice to at least see some status effects or something.
·	Whoa, twist ending!  I approve of this storyline. There wasn't really time to develop the heroes any, so maybe it would've been better not to try.

